I Wish – Stevie Wonder
(Key of Eb, 106 BPM) – Revised (end) 2/11/08

I Bass/Keys: 
[(Ebm7  Ab7) (Ebm7  Ab7)]-2X
All: (2-bar riff)-2X

V1 (2-bar)-4X “Looking back on when I…”
Pre-C1 “Even though we sometimes, would not get a thing…”
(Bb7  C7) (Fm7  Abm7) (Bb7  C7) (Fm7  Bb-aug)
V2 (same): “Sneaking out the back door…”
Pre-C 2 (same) “Tryin’ your best to bring the water…”
C (2-bar)-4X “I wish those days, could,…”
Break [(Ebm7) (Ebm7)]-2X, w/ 2-bar break lick-2x
V3 (same) “Brother said he’s telling…”
Pre-C 3 (same) “Momma gives you money for…”
V4 (same) “Smoking cigarettes…”
Pre-C 4 (same) “You go up and learn that…”
C (same) “I wish those days, could,…”
Fill (2-bar)-2X

Horns [(2-bar) (2-bar)]-4X, w/ 4-bar horn lick-4x

C (same) “I wish those days, could,…”

End [(Ebm7) (Ebm7)]-2X, w/ 2-bar break lick-2x
End lick w/ drum hits: Bb-Ab-Gb-Ab-Eb